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REPORT
OF THE

PRESIDENT OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE.
To

and Overseers of Bowdoin College

the Trustees
I have

honor

the

present

to

academic year 1898—99

following

the

for

the

:

Hon. Austin Harris, a member of
since 1884, died

report

January

7,

Board of Overseers

the

1899, in the fifty-eighth year of

his age.

Rev.

Charles F. Allen, D.D., a

member

of the Board of

Overseers since 1889, died February 9, 1899, in the eighty-fourth
year of his age.

These gentlemen were excellent representatives of the two
types of

men who

college.

The one was a layman, a

give strength to the governing

The

upright, conservative.
a

reformer

;

the

;

in the

prudent, practical,

other was a clergyman, an educator,

slavery

of

foe

man, a power

business

town, county, and state

political life of his

boards of a

;

the

of

friend

temperance

ardent, enthusiastic, radical, progressive to the very end of his

long and useful

men

as these,

college, state

that

is

The harmoniously blended

life.

who

represent what

;

to

push forward

The Degrees or
Four years ago
science and

best in counting-house and

is

and church, have helped us

not immobile

the

to maintain a stability

in a progress that

is safe.

B.S. and B.L.

substitution

mathematics, for

counsels of such

of

modern languages, or

Greek, in the requirements for

admission to college, was permitted on condition that those

do not take Greek
instead of

the

shall

degree

of

receive the

A.B.

degree

who

of B.S. or B.L.

The establishment

of

these
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degrees was adopted as a compromise measure, without which the

proposed change in the requirements would have been defeated.

As

would be no occasion for giving these degrees for four
years from the date of their establishment, and as each year of
there

advance was bound

educational

giving of these

the

to .render

degrees more anomalous and indefensible, I merely entered a mild
protest at the time,

and have said nothing

for conferring these degrees

is

As the time
now make a full

since.

near at hand I

statement of the situation, and earnestly recommend the recon-

by which these inappropriate degrees were

sideration of the vote
established.

The
is

A.B., without Greek,
The Commissioner of Education reports that

practice of granting the degree of

rapidly spreading.

one hundred and fourteen colleges and universities in the United
confer

States

Among

the

these

degree

and

colleges

A.B. without requiring Greek.

of

are

universities

Williams, Columbia, and Cornell.
contains the following sentence

'

Harvard,

Tufts,

The recent Cornell catalogue
The degree of Bachelor of
June, 1899.
The degrees of
'

:

Letters will not be conferred after

Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Philosophy will not be conferred after June, 1900.

In and after June, 1901, the single

degree of Bachelor of Arts will be conferred, irrespective of the

would be most unfortunate if, when
degrees are being abandoned in what has hitherto

studies elected."

these inferior

It certainly

been one of their strongholds, they should be taken up
College.

The degree

studies

Bowdoin

of Bachelor of Arts stands to-day, as

Greek

always has stood, for a liberal education.

many

at

which are desirable elements of a

is

it

simply one of

liberal education.

These desirable elements are so numerous that no one student can
take them

all.

There

is

no reason

why

the omission of

should deprive one of the degree of A.B.,
history, or philosophy, or political

when

Greek

the omission of

economy, or biology, or physics,

does not deprive one of that degree.

Furthermore the other degrees proposed are either
inappropriate.

The degree of B.L.

is

inferior or

a distinctly inferior degree.

DEGREES
Only four other New England
these are making preparations
which give

institutions

eight in the country,

institutions confer
to discontinue

indicative of

A

it.

list

of the

which there are only ninety-

this degree, of

is

and some of

it,

its

Among them

standing.

are six or eight institutions of high rank, such as the University

of

Trinity

California,

examples

Rock,

Northwestern University, and

The remainder

Dartmouth College.
ever, are of a grade

College,

and

of these institutions, how-

in localities of

which the following are

Hendrix College, Conway, Ark.

:

Little

Rock, Ark.

Pomona

;

College, Claremont, Cal.

University of the Pacific, College Park, Cal.
of the Southwest, Del Norte, Colo.

Leesburg, Fla.

University of Little

;

;

Presbyterian College

;

Florida Conference College,

;

Seminary west of the Suwanee River, Talla-

;

Hedding College, Abingdon, 111. Carthage College,
McKendree College, Lebanon, 111. Drake UniCarthage, 111.
Midland College, Atchison, Kansas
versity, Des Moines, Iowa
Bethany College, Lindsborg, Kansas Ottawa University, Ottawa,
Kansas Central University, Richmond, Ky. Benzonia College,
Benzonia, Mich.
Pike College, Bowling Green, Mo.
Christian
University, Canton, Mo.
Central Wesley an College, Warrenton,
Mo. These are doubtless excellent institutions, doing good work
hassee, Fla.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

in the conditions in

example of such
to look for

which they are placed

institutions that

guidance in

The degree

its

;

not to the

is

is

accustomed

educational policy.

of B.S., as given

and, in either case,

it

Bowdoin College
elsewhere,

superior or greatly inferior to the degree

here

but

;

is

is

either

greatly

proposed to be given

inappropriate.

When

it is

given for

a thorough course in engineering, or for a course in agriculture,
it

has in

lines a higher value

those

prepared to give.

When

it

is

any degree we are

than

given to those

inferior preparation (only fifty-five per cent,

which give

and
B.S.

this

to those
is

but

who

enter with

of the institutions

degree require Latin for admission to this course),

who pursue an

little

inferior course, then the degree of

better than the discredited

of these degrees to graduates of

B.L.

To

orive either

Bowdoin College, whose course
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of study differs from that of their fellows by only one-fourth of
their preparatory
is

work and one-sixteenth of

to place these graduates

work

their

below the educational level to which

them

justly entitles

their college course,

lower the standing of the

to

;

camp on

and, to pitch our

College in educational

circles,

ground which the best

institutions either

have

left,

the

or are about

to leave.

The Degree of A.M.
In 1890, when the "five dollar" degree of

A.M. was

discon-

was voted "that the degree of Master of Arts be conferred on those graduates who shall complete an approved course
tinued,

it

of advanced study equivalent to one year's post-graduate work,

and

with credit an oral and written examination on the

shall pass

same."

Under

provision, during the past eight

this

Of

graduates have received the degree.

years, thirteen

persons

these thirteen

ten have been engaged in teaching or as laboratory assistants at

Seven have studied

the college.

There

ties.

there

is

is

not more than one of these

not one of them,

here or elsewhere

has

shown

graduate

that

study.

in graduate courses in universi-

if

who would

thirteen,

not have received the degree

residence had been required.

there

is

Many

no practical
are called

probably

'

'

but

Experience

equivalent " for a year's

few are chosen.

year brings applications for courses leading to this degree.
year those

work.

who

attempt

The members

it

find

it

Each
Each

impossible to do the required

of the Faculty are called

courses of study which are not completed.

upon

The

to prepare

college gets the

unenviable reputation of granting degrees to persons not in residence, although in these eight years
to a person

it

has granted but one degree

whose work was done wholly by himself, and that

person subsequently resorted to a university.
tice occasions

much annoyance and produces

The present praclittle

or no desirable

results.

To

be content with doing well our legitimate undergraduate

work, and

to

attempt nothing else

is

the only wise policy for a

—a

DEGREES

i

college with resources as limited as ours.

who

desirable to give those

work

recognition for such

recommend

who

shall

year,

and

At

same time

the

it is

are retained here as assistants academic

I accordingly

as they are able to do.

that the degree be conferred only on those graduates
reside in

Brunswick

for a period not

than one

less

complete an approved course of study, and pass

shall

with credit an oral and written examination upon the same.

Honorary Degrees.
The

practice of the college in respect to honorary degrees

so creditable, and, at the

same time,

quarters, that a brief statement of
reference.

The

its

so little understood in

may

policy

It confers the

of Doctor of Divinity and Doctor of

Laws

this

it

very rarely, and only

has conferred the degree of

case the recipient

Doctor of

honorary degrees

During the

upon persons of eminent position and achievement.
past four years

many

be valuable for

college grants no honorarv degrees of

Philosophy or Doctor of Science.

is

D.D. but

was a former instructor

In

once.

in the college, a

writer of recognized merit, a successful pastor, and the head of

During these four vears the degree
of LL.D. has been conferred upon but three persons,
a Judge
an educational institution.

—

of the Supreme Court of Maine, the Comptroller of

New

York,

and a United States Senator.

Within the same period the degree
of Doctor of Letters has been conferred on three persons,

—

prominent educator, the leading authority upon the bibliography

and

local historv of

Maine, and the librarian of the Boston Public

Library, since appointed Librarian of the Congressional Library.

The honorary degree of A.M. has been conferred on

six persons,

two clergymen,

a judge of one of our

local courts,

in the Medical School, a

Governor of the

State,

a professor

and a prominent

publisher.

Elective Courses.
This year marks the
elective

adoption, in permanent

form, of the

system toward which the college has been steadily advanc-

ing during the past dozen years.

A permanent

schedule of hours
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has been adopted, so that the student can see in advance what

combination of studies

The following

it is

make, and plan accordingly.

possible to

shows the number of students

table

Required courses are printed

course.

The num-

in larger type.

bers across the top of the table indicate the
as designated in the annual catalogue.

number of the course

All regular courses are

Biology, 9 and 10;

described in the catalogue.

taking; each

Physics, 5, 6,

and

7,

this

year only to meet special needs, and no description of these

and Rhetoric 2 are extra advanced courses, offered

courses

The

given in the catalogue.

is

catalogue as Greek

a,

b,

and

courses designated in the

Greek) were not

(elementary

c

for

elected this year.

Number of Students
Astronomy,
Biology
Chemistry,

.

.

.

.36

....

Economics,

.

.

.

Elocution,
English Literature,
.

.

.

34
51

.41

4
18
51
43

16

44
39

.

55

57

54

53 52 51

German,
Government,

61 60 60

Greek,

52 51 49

5

16
38
34

17
36
21

27

40
49

43
48

38
39

31

30

29

8

8

on
20

on

8

9

14

14

14

9

13

7

6
16
5

6

6

2

15

10

11

12

15

27
35

.

.

21
.

.

.

.

Physics,
Rhetoric,

16
21

I

8

7

54

54 54 51
49
56
38

64

.

This table

17
56
36
43

54
3

shows conclusively that we have no superfluous

Each department

body of students under
courses, maintained
students.

21

56 54 50

Mathematics,
Mineralogy,
Philosophy,

courses.

4

.53 50

French,
Geology

History,
Latin,
Logic,

in Courses of Study.

at

its

has, at one time or another, the great
instruction.

large

The only small

We

have no extravagant

expense for a

small

number of

courses, permanently maintained, are

the advanced courses in Latin, Greek, mathematics, physics, and

astronomy.

Greek, Latin, and mathematics have been studied

for three or four years in the preparatory school

and

college before these electives are open to the student,

for a year in

and

it is

not

ELECTIVE COURSES
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surprising that

when

The advanced

courses in physics and astronomy are experimental

choice

and highly technical
profit

;

is

offered, other subjects are preferred.

few have

by them, and the work

is

sufficient scientific originality to

of such a nature that only a small

number can be properly directed. As these small divisions are
taught by professors who also have other large divisions, no inordinate expense

incurred for their maintenance.

is

An elective

system

is

of course more expensive than a required

system, chiefly because there
proficiency in

is

more of

Without

more than three or four departments

and these three or four departments
missible

it.

must be the same

in

it,

however,

impossible,

is

which proficiency

for all students.

Under

is

per-

the traditional

system, proficiency in Latin, Greek, and mathematics was possible.

subjects

was practicable in nothing else, simply because other
were not begun early enough and continued long enough

It

to enable the student to
elective

Under an

advance bevond the elements.

system proficiency cannot be attained in more than three

or four departments
ent subjects

is

special tastes

by any one student.

But

proficiency in differ-

practicable for different students, according to their

and aptitudes.

Thus, instead of having, out of a class

of sixty, a dozen or twenty

men

most who have made some

at

substantial progress in Latin, Greek,

and mathematics, and who

have but the merest smattering of the elements of other subjects,

we graduate

more than

at present, out of a class of sixty, not

who are proficient in these three subjects but there
are a dozen who are proficient in some branch of physical science
a dozen more who are proficient in one of the modern literatures,
and another dozen who have made substantial achievement in
history or economics.
The number of students who have a posi-

half a dozen

;

;

tive intellectual interest

awakened

in

them

is

increased at least

threefold.

The

college

is

at present

system on the basis of the
consistent with

requires choice.

reaping the advantages of the elective
strictest

educational

having the system at

all.

An

economy
elective

that

is

system

Choice implies courses to choose between.

It
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requires, furthermore, courses that are actually given

spread out on paper

courses that are inherently desirable and

:

number

attractive to a considerable

way

the eccentric

present

courses in out-of-the-

ends, which appeal only to

by the specially

number of

the college offers a sufficient

courses to give each

attractive

not

or can be taken only

individual,

At

prepared.

:

made up of odds and

subjects,

not merely

;

student an opportunity to elect

courses that he wants, without being forced into courses that he

The number, however,

does not want.

To

cut out a single department or to

is

onlv barelv sufficient.
ml

t

combine any two departments

would immediately destroy
the system
v

into one

should then have constraint under the pretence of freedom

what

to choose

is

not desired

o-ood
than of the ~
greatest C

and

college,

avowed,

pretence of freedom which

quate

is,

-L

is

department, therefore,

Actual

to that specious

far preferable

in reality, the constraint of inade-

The question

alternatives.

liberty

word, insincerity
on the part of the
v

on the part of the students.

dissatisfaction

prescription, honestly

:

preference of the least evil rather

;

in a

:

We

as a whole.

mf

•.'

down any

of cutting

single

not simply the question whether or not

is

that particular department

in itself essential or not.

is

It

is

the

question whether the college shall continue to remain on the high

ground of

a

satisfactory

and honest

incalculable elevation of intellectual

svstem carries with
%'

system, with

the

and moral tone which that

conor shall sink to the level of disguised
o

with the intellectual and moral indifference and deadness

straint.

which

it,'

elective

is

the inevitable fruit of such dishonest educational devices.

Wherever

else

ought not

to

retrenchment

may

be applied, the course of study

be touched.

The Fixaxcial Problem.
The adoption
laboratory and
reliance

of the elective system and the substitution of

library

methods of

instruction

for the

o-reater

upon the text-book which the more elementary character

of instruction under a required system invited, has led the college
for the past four or five years

beyond

its

income.

The

excess of

THE FINANCIAL PROBLEM
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expenditure over ineome for the current year, however, has been

The Board of Overseers

reduced to about $1,300.
that

it

This

be stopped altogether.

deficit

may

rightly

demand

be met in either

of three ways.
First

We

:

may

have already shown

Second

We

:

That I

our course of instruction.

reduce

to be practically out of the question.

may

leave the library, the laboratories, and the

museums comparatively undeveloped and

We

unutilized.

house our books in cold storage, and issue them at intervals

can
;

we

can lockup our laboratories, and teach the text-book in the recitation

special

and

we can restrict the influence of our art collections to
occasions
we can leave our grounds in a state of nature,

rooms

;

;

restrict the care of

our buildings

to the

bare requirements of

decency, and thus keep expenses within income.

Third
tial
its

:

We

may

endowment

increased

present position

How

secure additional endowment.

may

is

to the

essen-

maintenance of the college in

be seen from the following table, showing

endowment and annual income, including scholarship and
special funds, of four New England colleges in comparison with

the

our own.
College.

Productive Fund.

Annual Income.

Amherst,

$1,420,000

$100,000

Bowdoin,

630,000

55,000

1,500,000

98,000

Wesleyan,

1,240,000

99,000

Williams,

1,048,000

95,000

.......

Dartmouth,

The Development of Individuality.

When

a college has taught the regular classes at the hours

required in the schedule,

it

has done only half

planted the seed and followed

it

up with the reaper.

corresponds to preparing and enriching the
cultivating the

reaping

may

genius, or in

growing

be

all

plants,

that

is

the virgin soil

its

it

has

left

work.

But

It has
all

that

soil,

watering and

undone.

Sowing and

required in the tropical climate of
of unspent enthusiasm.

Sons of

;;

.
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well-to-do

New England

obliged to

work

who

at anything

find college

who have begun

much more than

tions, if they are to

Any

;

who have never been

crowded with competing

life

nity interests, need

suits.

parents, however,

to

go into society

athletic

and

frater-

the regular routine of recita-

acquire any vital interest in scholarly pur-

one who knows with what an

average college division

back

settles

air

in its

seats

of stolidity the
to

endure the

appointed hour of lecture or recitation, knows perfectly well that
the twenty-two hundred hours

of mental activity at that low

pressure which are spent in the recitation room, together with the
requisite preparation for

it,

will

come

One can go through

educated man.

making him an
and come out know-

far short of
all

that

For knowledge is not a passive process,
nor a mere mechanical reaction upon truth presented to the mind.
The attitude of the individual student is a much more important
factor than the contents of text-book or lecture.
The growth of
our colleges in numbers brings great temptation to resort to
mechanical methods of dealing with the students in the mass, and
ing next to nothing.

to

neglect the individual factor.

and mechanically administered,
all

our educational agencies.

is

A

large college, thus loosely

probably the least effective of

Lacking the rigorous

discipline of

the school on the one hand, and the inspiring associations of the
university, on the other, the college that

grows

in size without cor-

responding development and differentiation of structure, becomes

unwieldy and intellectually impotent
for a throng of

young

fellows

who

;

a respectable loafing place

are

pleasantly passing

their time until serious professional training
life shall

away

or actual business

rouse them to responsibility.

The only way

to

guard against these threatening

appeal strenuously and

attractively

to

evils is to

the individual student

must do himself, and for which he must be
individually responsible
offer him interests in which he can freely

give

him work

that he

;

Bowdoin College

and enjoyably engage.
this responsibility,

ways

and

is

is

thoroughly alive to

endeavoring to meet

it

in the following

;

report of president
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Individual Instruction.

The plan of individual instruction supplementary to
lar class work in languages has been continued through
chiefly by Mr. H. DeF. Smith,
with gratifying results
;

the reguthe year
a

man

of

thorough classical training and considerable experience in teaching.

During the fall term, the Freshman Class was divided into
groups of six men, each of which groups spent with the instructor
weekly one-half hour in Latin and the same time in Greek.
In Latin the work of the term was Prose Composition based
on Livy, Bk. xxi, which the Freshmen were reading in their
regular class exercises.

In Greek the work was also Prose Composition based on the

work in Xenophon's Cyropaedia.
During the winter term the groups met in the same way.
The Greek work, supplementing the reading of Homer, consisted
of exercises on Homeric and Attic word forms, written translations, summaries of select portions of the Odyssey, and scansion
of Homeric verse.
In Latin the aim of the work was to give a background to the
literary figure of Horace, whose odes were at that time being
class

read in class.

Accordingly studies were made and essays read

The Life of Horace

upon such

subjects as

Roman

Government, Contemporary HisDuring the spring term the instruction in Latin was

;

his

Contemporaries

Religion, Mythology,

tory, etc.

continued by a course of studies on

Roman

Life, in

have been written and read on such subjects as
Houses, Games, Education, Books,

The

which essays

Roman

etc.

students have been prompt in attendance and have

and often expressed

their

interest in the

individual instruction in this
Its success is assured

and

way

its

is

Dress,

work.

shown

The scheme of

no longer an untried theory.

necessity

beyond doubt.

depends, however, on the closeness with which

it

is

Its value

correlated

with the regular courses, and the carefulness with which professor

and instructor plan

their

work with a view

to

mutual assistance.

report of president
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Written Work.
Another condition of individual growth,
shall

is

that the student

have considerable tasks to work out largely for himself.

Mathematics and science naturally present such a
lems to work out

and the student

;

is

series of

prob-

constantly led to seek from

the professor personal direction and suggestion as to the

and methods

to be

employed.

Especially in

individual initiative of the student

is

means
laboratory work the

prominent, and his resort to

the professor for suggestions of which he feels the immediate

need

is

frequent, informal, and spontaneous.

As

I

was taking a

trustee of another institution through one of our laboratories he

remarked, "That

him

to

what

is

the most beautiful sight I ever saw."

particular feature he

referred, thinking that

feature of the Searles Building might have escaped

"I refer," he
semi-circle

said, "to the

way

my

some

notice.

students were grouped in a

the

around the professor, every eye and ear intent on the

Even

explanation that was being given."

the laboratory method,
;

and unless

watched and constantly modified degenerates

into devices

however, readily lends
carefully

I asked

for leading

men

itself to

mechanical routine

to " discover " results

which are foreordained by

the conditions of the experiment, and under the guise of "research"
are thrust before their face and eves.

The thoughts and deeds and institutions of humanity are far
more essential features of a liberal education than are the forms
and processes of nature. And fortunately there are being developed devices and resources for teaching these subjects which, when
skillfully

and industriously applied, are

effective as the

methods of physical experiment.

attractive

and

Prominent among

work and that is abundantly represented
the courses at Bowdoin College.
The Freshmen in connection with the study of the New Tes-

these devices
in

fully as

is

written

;

tament have written a paper on the education, government, or
religion of the

the following

Jews

in the time of

Jesus

;

covering such points as

:

Palestine, natural features, climate, productions, etc.

;

Galilee
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in the time of Christ

tine

;

Herod

;

the Great
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Mixture of Races and Languages

in Pales-

Herod's sons, Archelaus, Antipas, Philip

;

;

The SanThe Essenes The
The Pharisees The Sadducees
hedrin
Temple and its Ritual Priests and Levites The Feast of the
Pontius Pilate

;

Publicans and the method of Taxation

;

;

;

;

;

Passover
tivals

;

;

Feast of Pentecost

;

The Synagogue and

Education

;

Feast of Tabernacles
Services

its

Sabbath Observance

;

;

;

The

;

Other Fes-

;

Scribes

Jewish

;

Private and Social Life

kind of Messiah expected by the Jews
acles of Christ

;

;

Teaching by Parables

Demoniacal Possession

;

Date of

During the past year the Sophomores,

The

;

;

Mir-

Christ's Birth.

in connection with the

reading of the Alcestis and Cyclops of Euripides, the Philoctetes
of Sophocles and the Frogs of Aristophanes, have written essays

on

"A Comparison Between Ancient and Modern Drama,"

Delineation of Neoptolemus
"Aristotle on

the

in

Philoctetes

r

The

of Sophocles,"

Comedy and Tragedy."

In the courses in American History, each student
to prepare each

is

required

term two special reports, on topics calling

So

independent investigation of original authorities.

for

far as prac-

are so chosen as to give each student, in the

ticable, the topics

course of the year, a biographical, a statistical, a geographical,

and a constitutional subject, together with a subject relating

to

the history of a particular state, and one requiring a critical study

of an important document.

Lack

method to
but good results

of time has prevented an application of this

the other courses in History and

have been obtained

by assigning

this

Government

;

year, in the courses in English History,

topics for individual investigation

and oral report

in

the class.

In connection with the study of Political

Economy

have written themes on the following subjects

Use of

Wampum

Revolution

on Assets

;

The

;

as

Currency

;

Fall of Prices

and also have written

Tax System

of Maine.

:

the Juniors

History of the

The Assignats of the French
since 1873
Bank Issues Based
out an account of The Complete
;
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In the course on Philosophy each student has written out,
Locke's Discussion of Innate Ideas, The Sources of Knowledge,

and Primary and Secondary Qualities

Doubt and Certainty

Descartes's Doctrine of

;

and Berkeley's Doctrine of the Spiritual
Nature of Reality, and of the Being of God and also two essays
;

;

on Plato's Republic, one giving the positions of the participants
in the dialogue, the other discussing

his

theory of justice in the

individual and in the state.

Clubs of Students Conducted by Members of the
Faculty.
During the year five members of the Faculty have formed
clubs composed of members of their classes for the discussion in a
friendly and informal way of topics connected with their departments of such current or general interest as would not ordinarily
fall

within the scope of the regular course, but yet illustrate the

practical

and popular significance of the work done

These clubs have met, sometimes
in a student's

room, sometimes

at a

in the latter part of the course

these clubs

at a professor's

have had opportunity

belonged to more than one.
relations these clubs

to

life

All students

desired to join one of

do so

;

and some have

In addition to the pleasant social

tend to establish, their influence in starting

the students in lines of scholarly interest,

study with the

home, sometimes

neighboring inn.

who have

in the class.

and connecting college

of the outside world, has been of substantial

value.

The Classical Club, conducted by Mr. Smith, is composed of
members of the Senior, Junior, and Sophomore Classes to the
number of twelve. It has met every three weeks to read and
discuss papers

upon subjects connected with

classical philosophy,

such as recent literature, finds of manuscript, excavations, and any
other subjects of interest to the students of Latin and Greek.

The Deutscher Verein, composed of the members of the
Senior German Class, and members of the Faculty and graduate
students interested in German, conducted by Professor Files,

;

students' clubs
has held monthly meetings.
nineteenth centurv

German
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Papers on topics connected with
authors have been written and read

German.
The Politics Club, conducted by Professor Emery, has met at
irregular times by invitation for the discussion of contemporary
in

foreign

Except

politics.

for a slight

account

of parties

and

England and Germany, the time was devoted to the
problems of European Expansion in Africa and Asia, the results
of new treaties being carefully traced on the map.
The History Club, conducted by Professor MacDonald, composed of eight members of the Junior Class, held nine meetings
for the reading and discussion of papers.
The subjects of the
papers, chosen from important political events at home and abroad,
were as follows
1
The Question of the Philippines
2 The
Dreyfus Case; 3. Army Reorganization; 4. The Marchand
Expedition; 5. The Partition of China; 6. Bosses and Pings;
7
The Conduct of the \Yar
The Nicaragua Canal
8
9. Administrative Reforms in Cuba.
The Government Club, also conducted bv Professor MacDonaid, composed of six members of the Senior Class, discussed at
leaders in

:

.

;

;

.

its

.

.

weekly meetings important administrative features of certain

The

foreign governments.

countries elected were France, Ger-

many, Italy, Russia, Austria, China and Japan.
The Philosophical Club, conducted by the President, has
taken up phases of the spiritual teaching of the modern writers
who have a gospel to proclaim, such as Wordsworth, Tennyson,
Browning, Carlyle, Ruskin, Emerson, George Eliot, Matthew
Arnold, Kipling.

The College Seal.
At

the meetings of

considerable

Alumni Associations during

dissatisfaction

the winter

was expressed with the new

seal

Commencement. As this is a
matter in which the wishes of the Alumni are entitled to the
greatest weight, I have asked the secretary of the Alumni to
adopted by the Boards at the

last

secure a general expression of their preference between the old

:
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and the new, and

seal

trust that the final action of the

Alumni, whatever that

will be in accord with the preference of the

preference,

when

expressed,

officially

Walker Art

may

prove to be.

Building.

Henry Johnson, Curator of

Professor

Boards

the

Art Collection,

makes the following report
It

seems

fitting to .record

December

college in the death, in

Walker

to

whom,

here the great loss sustained by the
last,

of Miss Harriet Sarah

conjointly with her sister, Miss

Walker, the college owes the erection and
also the

Walker

Mary Sophia

to so large a degree

equipment of the Walker Art Building.

Miss Harriet

followed, with constant and affectionate interest, every

detail in the execution of the plans looking to the establishment

when

of this memorial to her uncle, even

made every demand upon her

robust,

willing

exertion.

her

own

health, not

strength a conscious though

In obeying the impulse of devotion which

prompted the erection of

this

monument

to her

previous culture in the presence and work of President

had already contributed largely
Miss Walker

illustrated

to

making the

whose

family,

college

anew the great share which

Woods

what

it

is,

single families

have had in the development of the higher intellectual interests of

New

England.
ACCESSIONS.

The

objects

added

to the college collections in the current year

are comparatively few in number, but exceed in value those given
in

any single recent year.

The mural decoration "Athens," by LaFarge, has been put in
when it receives its
place on the east wall of the Sculpture Hall
;

frame the decoration of the building as planned will be completed,

and a

just appreciation of the architect's plan for the entrance

hall will be first rendered possible.

Mr. and Mrs. George Warren

Hammond

given the valuable collections bearing their
left

with the college as a loan.

To

of Boston have

name which had been

these objects they have added

WALKER ART BUILDING
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in the current year other articles of great interest, including coins,

engraved

seals

from Constantinople and the East, two pieces of

old Venetian embossed

and the engraved

An

an

leather,

sketch by N. Mcintosh,

Lamartine.

seal of the poet

oil portrait

oil

of Daniel Fayerweather, Esq., the benefactor

of the college, by Eastman Johnson, has been secured by purchase and

is

hung

in the

Bowdoin

gallery on the east wall beside

the portraits of the earlier benefactors,

Hon. James Bowdoin and

Henry Winkley, Esq.

Two

bronze coins of the classical period have been given by

Charles Mustard, Esq., of Brunswick.

The highly-esteemed and well-known

chromo-

portfolio of

lithographic reproductions of St. Mark's in Venice, published by

Dana

Ferd. Ongania, has been presented by

Estes, Esq., of

Boston.

An interesting

collection of

water-colors, has been

modern Chinese

given by F.

W.

prints, finished in

1894), of Portland.
piece of one of the frames of the battleship

A

brought from Havana by the U. S. S.
to the college

through

'*

"Mangrove" and

Captain William Wright of the U. S. S. " Armeria,"

by him

(Bowd.

Pickard, Esq.

his daughter,

is

Maine,"
given to

presented

Mrs. H. H. Cham-

berlain.

LOANS.
Mrs. George Warren
collection of old lace

Hammond

of Boston has loaned a choice

and other specimens of needle work.

Mrs. Stephen J. Young of Brunswick loaned the following
paintings,

engravings, a Vatican

which were on exhibition for

six

mosaic,

and a Dresden vase

months.

Two

Landscapes and one Marine, painted by Philip H. Holmes of
Gardiner.

Two

Winter Scenes by Z. Ajdwkiewicz.
Winter Landscape by A. Schelfhaut.
Moorish Sentinel by E. Furlauch.

Raphael's Sistine Madonna, engraved by Nordheim.
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Guido's Aurora, engraved by Raphael Morghen.
Blind Beggar and Child, engraved by J. B. Michiels.

A. Desnoyers.

Belisarius by F. Gerard, engraved by

Harvest
Vatican

Moon by George Mason, etched by R. W. Macbeth.
Mosaic, The Roman Forum.

Decorated modern Dresden Vase.

Mrs. Levi C.

Wade

has added to her previous large collection

four plates of Fuerstenburg ware, a cup and saucer, and a silver

book mark from Mexico.
EXHIBITIONS.

Through

the College Library, which

to the Library

Art Club, three

is

a subscribing

special exhibitions of a fortnight

The

each have been held in the Bowdoin Gallery.
fifty original

the Youth's

drawings made by modern

Companion

photographs, large

member

artists for

first

was of

reproduction in

the second about one hundred and fifty

;

and small, of Venice

famous photographs of scenery

;

and the third the

Swiss and French Alps by

in the

Though these exhibitions were held at the time of year
when there is commonly the smallest attendance of visitors, the
Sella.

college

and the public showed great appreciation.

tions of the

now be

work of

now living and
human interest

artists

visited are of great

These

illustra-

of scenes which can
to

many who do

not

enjoy works of art in proportion to intrinsic value.

In developing the policy of the Art Building
wise to interpret
otherwise.

its

scope as to contents

rather

it

has seemed

liberally

than

Objects of popular or of scientific interest have been

welcomed and shown, though

their place strictly interpreted should

be perhaps with the anthropological objects brought together in
the Searles Science Building.

Until the number of these objects

exceeds the capacity of the galleries
exhibit

them

One

is

planned to continue to

as at present.

great need of the Art Collections for the student

tographs and illustrated works.
nal red chalk drawing

work

it

by

We

is

pho-

have, for instance, an origi-

Titian, but reproductions of Titian's

are practically entirely lacking.

The same could be

said

WALKER ART BUILDING
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valuable

may

work

original

in

our

college
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artists

represented

by

While we

collections.

congratulate ourselves on possession of these originals, their

and

interpretation,

the lack

referred

phase of

artistic

made by

gifts

From

so their usefulness in part,
to.

A

work must

development of one

from the

fact that additions are

result

and not by systematic purchase.

the appended

growth

our increased

At

works.

limited because of

disproportionate

list

of

since the publication of the

that the

is

is

all

objects

added

Art Catalogue

in

to

our collections

1895,

it

appears

considerable, due in part to the mere fact of

facilities for

proper and safe exhibition of valuable

this rate of extension the

study of the best use of

these resources for the training and culture of the students of

Bowdoin College

calls for increased

thought.

Sculpture Hall.

LaFarge, John
Mural Decoration, "Athens," representing Athene taking her

first

sketch from nature.

Mahogany desk owned by Nathaniel Hawthorne during
in

his residence

Salem.
Presented by the Misses Walker.
Office chair

owned by Theophilus Wheeler Walker, and used

in his

counting-room during his entire business career.
Presented by the Misses Walker.

Sophia Walker Gallery.
All objects in this gallery are the gifts of the Misses Walker.

Cole, Joseph Foxcroft

Head

of Sheep.

Oil sketch.

Crane, Walter
Labor, Peace, and Invention.

Studies in water-color for decoration.

Landseer, Sir Edwin
Donkey and Cattle. Pencil.
Three Studies of a Horse's Head.
Study of a Dog. Crayons.

Two

Dogs.

Original etching.

Pencil.
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Du Maurier, George
" Suppressio Veri."

Keene, Charles
Original Drawing

Pen and ink drawing.

for

Punch.

Leighton, Sir Frederick
Study of draped figure for the " Daphnephoria."

Hunt, William Morris
Study for

"The

Discoverer," one of the mural decorations in the

Capitol at Albany.

Study of Female Head.

Goodrich, Miss Sarah
Miniature of Daniel Webster, accompanied by an autograph
of

Mr. Webster

to

Miss Goodrich, containing a lock of his hair.

ORIGINAL CHIPPENDALE CABINET.
Medallions and Medals.

Old Tassie Medallion.
Old Wedgewood Medallion.
Medallion of

La

Fontaine.

Medallion of Martin Luther.
Medallion of Washington.
Medallion of Galileo.

Medallion of BufFon.
Medallion of Linnaeus.

South African Medal.
Egyptian Medal.
Victoria Cross.

Crimean Medal.
Abyssinian Medal.
Peninsular Medal with

English

A

St.

Army

Medal,

letter

five clasps.

"For

long service and good conduct."

Andrew's Cross, inscribed

W.

R.

Old Silver Chatelaine Perfume Bottle.
Old Silver Gilt Perfume Bottle.

Rare old Celtic Brooch.
French SnufF Box, time of Louis XV.
French Watch and Chatelaine, time of Louis

XV.
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Victoria Jubilee five-pound Gold Pieces.

Old paste Shoe-buckles, time of George IV.
Antique

Silver-gilt Sword-belt.

Old Italian Bronze.

Cameos and

Seals.

Old Cameo, Mercury, and two other
Old Cameo, Alexander the Great.

figures.

Old Cameo, Marcus Aurelius.
Old Cameo, Vespasian.
Old Silver Seal, found at Cambridge.
Mediaeval Bronze Seal, found at Cambridge.

Old Gold Seal, found at Trinity College, Cambridge.
Seal of Cambridge University.
Old Red-gold Seal with Bloodstone.
Old Cornelian Seal, Shakespeare.

Two
Two

small old Seal Stones.
Seal Stones, arms and crest, Old English.

Old engraved Crystal, Queen Anne.

Old Chief-Constable's Badge or Staff.
Twelve old Arrow-heads found in Scotland.
Piece of old Hebrew Church Silver.
Italian carved Ivory.

Silver

Cup with Medallions

of Charles

and Oliver Cromwell.

I.

Scotch Drinking-cup, time of Prince Charlie.

Old Silver Cup from Wiesbaden, Germany.
Old Mulready Letter-sheet.
Old Scotch Needlework from Edinburgh.

Twelve East Indian Miniatures.

Bowdoin Gallery.
Johnson, Eastman
Portrait of Daniel Fayerweather, Esq., Benefactor of the College.

Thirty-six

original

Drawings

from the old Masters, including

Albani, Berghem, Berrettoni, Bimbacci, Bloemaert, Calabrese,
biaso, Caravaggio, Dandini,

Cam-

Domenichino, Figino, KerkhofF, Luti,

Meulen, Moyaert, Palma Vecchio, Pordenone,

Rademaker, Rubens,
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Ruysdael, Sacchi, Salvator Rosa, Sandro, Teniers the Younger, Tintoretto, Titian,

and Van Dyck.

Loaned by Henry Johnson.

Boyd Gallery.
Smibert, John

James McSparran, D.D.
Bequeathed by Charles E. Allen, Esq. (Bowd. 1835).
Portrait of the Rev.

Greenleaf, Benjamin
Portrait

(1818) of the Hon.

Mark Langdon

Hill, Trustee

and

Overseer of the college, 1796-1842.
Presented by Rev. James L. Hill, D.D., of Salem, Mass.

Atwood
Portrait of Rev. Leonard

Woods, D.D., LL.D., fourth President

of the College.

Presented by the Class of 1857.
Virginia

Dox

Collection.

Stone Head of Bird, washed ashore near Biloxi, Miss., by tidal

wave of 1894. Supposed to have been
when occupying that region.
The George Warren

the

Hammond

work of Choctaw Indians

Collection.

Given by Mr., and Mrs. George Warren
Mass.

Mr.
relics,

Hammond

Hammond

of Boston,

has given a large and varied collection of prehistoric

including pottery and stone and bone implements for warfare

and domestic use,
weapons.

The

also

Indian

and Mexican ornaments and

made in North America,
from Switzerland and Denmark.

collection,

tains also articles

early

though

chiefly

Engraved Seal of the Poet Lamartine.
Collection of Seals from Constantinople.
Collection of Seals from Aix-les-Bains.
Collection of Seals and Brooches engraved in Arabic.
Bronze Medal from the Olympian Games, Athens, 1896.
Greek Paper Currency.
Tanagra Figurine.
Greek Vase, incised black ware.
Etruscan Vase from Bologna.

con-
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Carthage.
of Mosaic Pavement, Pompey's Pillar.
of antique Glass.

of

Marble having low-relief

figures

and

late

inscriptions.

Marble Hand from Beirut.
Bronze Mirror from Beirut.
Glass Vase from Beirut.
Tazza from Beirut.
Enamel, One of the Caesars.
Enamel, Byzantine Madonna.
Enamel, Prophet Elias (Madonna on reverse side).
Enameled Ring, blue on copper.
Two rings set with stones, one of which is engraved.
Lion Masks from Syrian Sarcophagus.

Bronze Strygil.

Two

Fibulae.

Double Vase

Two
Two

for unguents.

Tear-vessels.

Terra-Cotta Lamps.

Alabaster Jar for Ointment.

Head

Mummy-case,
Egyptian Yashmak.
of

gilded.

Miniature figures of Egyptian Gods.

Egyptian Ornaments.

Winged

blue Scarab.

Black stone Scarab.
Anklet.

Modern

Silver Anklets from Mecca.

Holy- water Bowl from Rouen.

German

devotional

Book with metal

clasps,

Church Vestment.

Toy Ox

Sled from Madeira, in silver.

Old English Silver Watch.

McIntosh, N.
Landscape, Study

in oils.

Piece of old Brocade.

Two

pieces of Venetian Leather.

XVIII. Century.

Greek
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Emperor Augustus, reduced copy

in bronze.

Given by Mrs. Spring of Portland,

in

memory

of her husband,

Eliphalet Greeley Spring (Bowd. 1880).

Giulio Romano, Copy from
Dance of the Muses.
Given by Mrs. Spring in memory of her husband.
Piece of Iron

Frame from

Battleship " Maine."

Given by Captain William Wright of the U. S. S. 'Armeria,"
through his daughter, Mrs. H. H. Chamberlain.
Set of white Ware from the " Monitor."
Given by Lieutenant-Commander William Flye, U. S. N. (Bowd.
;

1837).

Bronze Medal, struck

in

commemoration of the four hundredth

anniversary of the Reformation,

when

the church at Wittenberg

was

restored.

Presented by Poultney Bigelow, Esq.

Bronze Medal, commemorating the one hundred and
versary of Princeton

College,

fiftieth

anni-

1896, then becoming Princeton Uni-

versity.

Given by Princeton University.
Bronze Medal struck

in

honor of Professor Heinrich von Brunn, 1893.

Presented by Professor William Cranston Lawton.

Japanese Mirror and Sword.
Presented by Henry B. Dunning, Esq., of Brunswick.

Two

bronze classical Coins.

Presented by Charles Mustard, Esq., of Brunswick.

The Levi C. Wade

Collection.

Loaned by Mrs. Levi C. Wade, of Bath.
Zorn, Anders
Portrait of

Hon. Levi C. Wade, etched from

Hunt, William Morris
Girl and Kid.

Rogers, Randolph
Immortality, marble

bust.

life.
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Vienna Vase, with decorations representing Leander's
with Hero, and Telemachus.
On carved pedestal.

first

meeting

In Case.

Vienna Vase, richly decorated.
Dresden porcelain Figure-piece.
Dresden Clock-vase.
Russian Glass Vase, made in imperial works of Alexander III.

Old German Glass Vase, dated Braunschweig, 1627.
Old Bohemian Glass Vase and Cover.

Capo di Monte decorated Mug.
Old Mexican Bookmark.
Decorated Spanish Fan.

Cup and Saucer, decorated with contemporary portraits of
Louis XVI., Marie Antoinette and Madame.
Sevres gilt Cup and Saucer, with medallion of Emperor Napoleon I.
Sevres

Two

Berlin Cups and Saucers.

Dresden Cups and Saucers.

A

large collection of Fuerstenburg ware, including figure-pieces,

vases, jars, pitchers, plates, cups, and saucers.

Porcelain Statue of Frederick the Great.

Ebonized Cabinet with

silver decorations, formerly

owned by Ernest

Augustus, King of Hanover.

Pewter Tankard.
Brown-glaze Pitcher.

Currier, Alger Veazie
Sante.

Mandolin Girl.
Sicilian Girl.

Two

Landscapes

in water-color.

Loaned by Alger Veazie Currier of Hallowell.
The

»

Seivall Collection.

Loaned by Hon. Harold M. Sew all of Honolulu.
Japanese Buddha, Amitabha or "Infinite Light."

Two

Japanese Swords.

Japanese Dagger.

Gun from

India.
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Sword used

Indian Mutiny.

in

Cingalese Sword.

Two Darjeeling Knives.
Two Samoan Siapos.
Samoan Bridal Mat.
Bowl for making Kava, with drinking gourd and

Two

grass strainer.

Cutlasses from wreck of the " Vandalia."

Six pieces of Wood-carving representing allegorical subjects.

•

Eight Polynesian War-masks.
(Exhibited in Anthropological Collections at the Searles Science
Building.)

Nineteen Polynesian

War

Clubs.

Two War- wigs.
Six Polynesian Paddles.

Bows with Arrows.

Six Polynesian

Woven

Micronesian War-shield.

War Conch

from
of

Collection

New

Hanover.

Polynesian Ornaments

and Implements, including

necklaces, collars, arm-rings, nets, combs, water-bottles, knives, money,

and objects

in tortoise shell.

Twenty Polynesian

Spears.

The Sophie Zela Achorn Collection.
Loaned by Edgar 0. Achorn (Bowd. 1881).
Norwegian Carved Oak Cabinet.
Green and gold Tea Set of nine pieces, given to Mrs. Achorn by
the Princess Eugenia, sister of the King of Sweden.
Antique Norwegian Silver Girdle and Pin.
Modern Norwegian Silver Pin with three Pendants.
Norwegian embroidered Apron.
The Dr. John D. Lincoln

Collection of Coins.

Loaned by Mrs. H. C. Baxter, Isaac Lincoln, Esq., and Dr. C.

S. F.

Lincoln.

Case of

fifteen

American and
Portfolio

drawers, containing gold, silver, and other coins,

foreign, to the

of

number of

several hundreds.

chromolithographic reproductions of St. Mark's in

Venice, published by Ferd. Ongania.

Presented by

Dana

Estes, Esq., of Boston.
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Collection of Chinese prints, finished in water-color.

Presented by E.

W.

Pickard, Esq. (Bowd. 1894).

A.M., one of the first Trustees of
Presented by Professor William A. Moody.
Memorial Hall.

Portrait of Rev. Daniel Little,
the College.

Hung

A

in

American porcelain and glassware and a piece of silk embroidery has been loaned by
Mrs. A. H. Pendleton, of Brunswick, also a colonial mirror and
case containing a collection of old English and

several portraits.

The Needs of the Library.
In

my

last

report the need of a library building for the safe

keeping and increase of our present collection of books was fully
set forth.
call

In addition to that need which

exists,

still

and

attention to the need of sufficient material

make

I wish to

intellectual

of the institution.

and true sense the centre and soul
Here teachers and pupils meet on common

ground

Here

equipment

to

as learners.

it

in a real

is

developed a subtle

and. helpfulness that shuns the recitation room.

spirit

This

of sympathy
is

the labora-

numerous departments of instruction that deal with
the knowledge of man, as distinct from the knowledge of nature.
When ample means allow liberal purchases, its periodicals and
serials make it a favorite working place also for the student of
tory for those

science.
It brings

the undergraduate into relations with the alumni;

the treasure-house of old records, class albums, and

for

it is

its

most highly prized and carefully guarded alcoves

is

among

that devoted

to the writings of graduates.

The guidance of young men
is

in their reading

and investigation

one of the greatest opportunities of the professor.

No

task

is

no one more fruitful and blessed
more difficult and delicate
when performed aright. College professors, if worthy of their
place, must have an acquaintance with the literature of power as
;

well as that of knowledge.

Casual

shelves, simple questions asked

encounters

at

the

library

and answered, confidential

talks,
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bits of friendly counsel, are

all

links in an inconspicuous chain

which binds teachers and students

down

that love of truth, reverence

brotherhood which

Our

is

A

of

spirit

the basis of all real progress.

book funds

may

single illustration

be characterized by the literary
history suggests this,

its

and by

spirit

of

its

by

its

new

as well as a

Bowdoin ought

suffice.

undergraduates.

its

position in the State

college that has contributed
ture of power,

and

for the right,

library needs an increase of

building.

and hands

in helpful relations

demands

to
Its

The

it.

graduates to the world's litera-

teachers to the ever-changing literature

of knowledge should afford

all its

students,

from towns destitute of public or private

many

libraries,

whom come

of

with easy access

Only by close contact with
be secured.
At present our library is

to the best of the world's literature.

the masters can real culture

used by the undergraduates, chiefly for the performance of college
required work, secondarily for entertainment, and only in a slight

degree

for

library

general
the

for

greatly

use

of

students.

shelved

in

special

conveniently

library,

We

culture.

an

need a

"standard"

"standard"

This

room,

attractive

under

the special charge

of a trained assistant, well catalogued, and

provided with every

facility for quiet

tasting-

of

the

should

books,

and undisturbed reading or

contain

whom

every author

decisive

judgment of the ages has pronounced

others.

The

great,

the

and no

writings of each should be in the very best editions

available as regards size, type, and editorship.

Popular writers

of the day would be necessarily excluded, for the place
distinguished by the

"

atmosphere of choice literary

is

to

spirits "

be

sug-

gested by the names of iEschylus, Ariosto, Arnold, Augustine,

Bacon, Browning, Burns, and not by a savor of modernity.

Such

a collection

would be

perforce

duplicate

library.

Its cost,

for use only in the building

authors, though

not

editions,

however, would not be excessive

in
;

its

and must
the

main

influence

for culture incalculable.

The steady advance of science requires a constant expenditure
on new books in the literature of knowledge, especially in con-

ATHLETICS
nection with college

duty

to

instruction.

mention how successfully
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It is
this

a pleasure as well as a

want has been met

in the

department of mathematics by the Smyth Mathematical Library,
endowed some fifteen years since by the generosity and thought-

Henry Jewett Furber of the Class of 1861. During
period there has grown up a collection which has been referred

fulness of
this

to

by a competent judge,

the

subject

as

one of the best working libraries on

American

available in

colleges.

The

professor of

member of the Faculty whose
The aid given to the allied
request for books can always be met.
The
departments of astronomy and physics has also been great.
mathematics

is

almost the only

presence on our shelves of such expensive series as the Proceedings and Transactions of the Royal Society are due to this fund.

And

it

may

not be out of place to add that the teacher, whose

needs were considered in the purchase of these, has been a valuable contributor to the progress of scientific research in America.
If other friends would establish similar memorials of other loved
teachers and famous graduates of the college in this practical and
helpful form of special collections in the departments of philoso-

phy, law, political economy, history, education, and literature in
its

various divisions, the influence and usefulness of the library

could be greatly increased.

Athletics.

The undergraduates continue to manifest a healthy interest
The results of this interest are shown by
in physical training.
the position taken in the New England Intercollegiate meet at
Worcester, where the competing colleges are, Amherst, Bowdoin,

Brown,

Dartmouth,

Trinity,

Tufts, Worcester

Massachusetts

Institute

Technology,

of

Polytechnic Institute,

University of

Maine, Williams and Wesleyan.

Bowdoin

sent her

first

had trained faithfully, but
Bowdoin won 6 points.
scoring in four events.

team

to this

failed to

meet

win a

in

1893.

single point.

The team
In 1894

1895 Bowdoin won 10 points,
In 1896 Bowdoin took fourth place in
In
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the meet, winning

16

place,

winning 19 points.

1897 Bowdoin took third

In

points.

Last year the team hoped to take

second place, but were unfortunate and only
year Bowdoin took
seven events.

The

This

9 points.

winning 23 points and scoring in

place,

first

won

team was welcomed home by an
which medical students and towns-

victorious

enthusiastic demonstration in

people joined.

The Medical School.
There are three ways

in

which a medical school

stand related to a college course

The medical

First.

school

course

may

:

may

require four years of medical

That

study in addition to the college course.

is

the plan adopted

by Harvard and Johns Hopkins. It is obviously impracticable
for the Medical School of Maine and requires no discussion here.
Second.

The medical

medical study, but

may

may require four years of
student who comes to the medical

school

allow a

school from college to anticipate

them

in

whole or in part during

the college course, and to enter the second year.

This

is

the plan

of the medical schools connected with Dartmouth, Tufts, Yale,

Columbia University, the University of Pennsylvania, Syracuse
University, and the University of Michigan.
Third.

The medical

school

may

take

little

or no account of

general scientific training and give no advantage to graduates of
colleges over those

To adopt
would be
and

who have had no

college training.

the latter course in the Medical School of

to fall out of line

to discourage

Maine

with the better schools of the country

college graduates

from seeking to complete

their medical education here.

The second plan appears

to be the

desirable for the Medical School of

The

one most practicable and

Maine

to adopt.

result of this plan, if adopted, will be to bind the

departments together in mutual helpfulness

;

to place the

school in line with the better schools of the country

;

two

medical

and to

encourage those who intend to study medicine to take a college
course.

GENERAL CONDITION
The advance of

scientific

knowledge

33

making a

is

The man who

tion increasingly desirable for every physician.

knows one
which

it

subject alone, without

rests,

does not

knowing the

know even

college educa-

related sciences

His practice

that one.

will

on
be

based on rule of thumb and memorized formulas, not on rational
insight into principles.
fessionai education

is

The tendency of

strongly against permitting

the learned professions,

who do

which the college represents.
society that

memory,

men

the present

men

day

in pro-

to practice

not bring to them the training
It

of the utmost

is

of broad training, rather than

men

moment

to

of mechanical

shall stand in these responsible positions.

The General Condition of the College.
The College was never
vigorous condition.
a single

exception,

in a

more

healthful,

hopeful,

and

All departments are running smoothly.

With

been

quiet

discipline

has

confined to the

removal of students who had formed habits elsewhere which rendered them unfitted to profit by the freedom of a college
friendly counsel to thoughtless individuals

study and

mode of

The government of

life.

mutual understanding and good-will

;

;

and

to

respecting habits of
the College

is

one of

and although not always

acceptable to the individual students immediately concerned, has

enjoyed the cordial support of the sober judgment of the student

body

as a whole.

The Young Men's

Christian Association,

temporary depression due
gratifying signs of

new

to

unfortunate management,

vigor,

and support of the students

after a period

to

and

is fast

whom

it

is

of

showing

recovering the respect

naturally appeals.

At

its

request a course of lectures on the Life of St. Paul was given by

Professor Woodruff during the winter term.

A

course of lectures by alumni and friends of the College and

members of the Faculty were highly appreciated, and suggest the
endowment of such a course as one of the most acceptable forms
that a gift to the College of five or ten thousand dollars could take.

Altogether the year has been one of earnest study, healthy
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athletics,

hearty

enjoyment,

enthusiasm of the

students,

unbroken

good- will

the devotion

loyalty of the alumni, the confidence of the
in

moral tone,

stronger than

it

intellectual

life,

and

in

the

of the Faculty,

the

;

community,

and educational

as well as

policy,

it

was a year ago.

WILLIAM DeWITT HYDE.
Brunswick, Me., June

1,

1899.

is

:

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF

GEORGE

T.

LITTLE,

Librarian of Bowdoin College
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

To

i,

1899.

Committee

the Visiting

Gentlemen

—The number of volumes now

of 3,796 books

belonging to

the Medical

in the library, inclusive

School,

is

64,861.

The

months have been 2,164
of these 946
were purchased at an average cost of $1.50; 274 were obtained by
60 came by exchange, and 884
binding periodicals and pamphlets
accessions for the last twelve

;

;

were given by various donors.

The

notable gift of the year

1853, last Commencement.

one hundred and

fifty

It is

was

that received from the Class of

an elegant oak case containing nearly

carefully selected

volumes on

art

and architecture,

designed to serve as a permanent memorial of their classmate, John

Both case and books are properly inscribed and

Stacy Tucker.

it

is

understood that the latter are to be used only within the library building.

The

shown both the serviceableness of the gift
effectiveness in making known the circumstances

past few months have

to the college

and

its

of a remarkable instance of class attachment on the part of the person

memorialized.

The Class

of 1867 has generously and

librarian to secure a score of

thoughtfully enabled

volumes relating

to

Longfellow for the

book-case belonging to the poet, which the class gave on
anniversary.
yet so
rare

It is desired to

much new

first

make

the

its

thirtieth

this collection fairly exhaustive,

material appears each year that possession of several

editions can hardly be obtained save

by

special gift.
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The Authors Club

of

New York

and interesting Liber Scriptorum,

has given a copy of the elegant
published

in

Robert C.

1893.

Winthrop, Jr., Esq., has presented a valuable and interesting

collection

of autograph letters, mainly selected from his father's personal corre-

Isaac Bassett Choate of the Class of 1862, Alpheus S.

spondence.

Packard of- the Class of 1861, and Rev. Edward C. Guild of Boston
have each, as in previous years, made helpful contributions. As nearly
one-half of our accessions are due to the kindly interest of friends and
to the

laws regulating the distribution of the publications of the gov-

ernment,

many

manifestly impossible to mention, in a paragraph, the

is

it

individuals and departments

from which valuable books have

been received.

Among

the purchases of the year

volumes of French literature

in

may

the

be mentioned seventy-seven

Grands Ecrivains

Students Missionary Campaign Library,

Poems

series,

the

of Bacchylides in the

facsimile edition, a nearly complete set of the Journal of the

American

Geographical Society, and new complete editions of Kipling, Bronte,

and Thackeray.
Circulation.

The

number of volumes loaned has been 7,892, a decrease

total

from that of

last

year for which there

be remembered that our library
its

usefulness

is

the other hand,

is

not gauged by the
it

is

hoped that

is

no apparent cause.

essentially one of reference

Commission on Travelling Libraries.
in history, philosophy,

college instruction, gives

and

and that

by extending

privileges to various study clubs in connection with the

books

should

number of volumes circulated. On
during the coming year opportunity

will be given to increase the helpfulness of the library

State

It

The

work of

duplication of

literature, necessary for the

its

the

many

work of

abundant material for loans during certain

portions of the year to any group of persons resident within the State

and interested

in subjects

included in the college curriculum.

Expenditures.

The

itemized

sified in the

bills

on

tile

at the Treasurer's office are roughly clas-

following statement, to show the character of the expendi-

tures and the sources of income.
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Expenditures.

Receipts.

Books,
Binding,

$1,424
403
Periodicals,
304
Continuations,
30
Transportation,
85
Library Supplies,
loo
Assistance in cataloguing, 103

$1,000
Appropriation,
300
Appropriation for shelving,
75
Medical School,

400
160

Bond Fund,
Sibley Fund,

Walker Fund,

General Library Fund,
G-. S. Bowdoin Fund,
Smyth Fund,
Ayer Fund,
Sherman Fund,
Sale of Duplicates,

.

149
132
20
93
50

.

.

$2,504

50
75

.

$2,504

The Annual Appropriation.
For

five

has been
1892, I

years the annual appropriation for the purchase of books

hundred

fifteen

am

dollars.

As

stated in

report of June,

convinced that until our book funds are commensurate with

those of colleges of equal age and standing, this
the

my

amount

is

supply of the works needed by the professors to

essential to

give efficient

modern methods. The periodicals and continued publications to which successive teachers must have access are
The new books to which they desire to refer their classes
expensive.
and the standard works which they wish them to use in the library are
instruction according to

numerous.

To

restrict either of these lines of

purchase

quality of college work, indirectly but seriously.

impressed

me

is to affect

the

This fact has so

during the past year that I have used for the purchase

of books the three hundred dollars appropriated for shelving, believinothat the reduction of the annual appropriation to $1,000 could not have

been intended as a permanent reversal of the wise and generous policy

pursued towards the library in the past.

was urgent, but

its

The need

for

more shelving

postponement meant merely embarrassment in

administration of the library, while the failure to secure the books

asked for meant injury

to its present

A
From

earliest times

and future

efficiency.

Library Fellowship.
it

has been the custom to employ the aid of

undergraduates in the library.

During the many years

in

which

it

was

open only an hour or two each day, one student, a Senior, had his
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tuition

remitted

for

services

rendered.

With

the

hours of opening, additional assistants have been
various classes.
the

Although the compensation

number of hours of

taken

of

Of

have been held, and, although

all

late

the

from the

not large in view of

labor required, there have always been

students desirous of these places.
tions

is

increase

many

years competitive examina-

who were

not in narrow circum-

stances were discouraged from taking these, at each of the last two
there were a dozen candidates for each vacancy.

of ability and aptitude for library

When

work wins one of

a young

man

these positions in

Freshman year, his services towards the end of the four years' course
become of no little value and importance. Yet in several instances
they have been lost to the institution since his circumstances required

him

to leave college

teaching.
the

I

know

same time

and engage

of no

way

in

assist the library

more remunerative work of
which a friend of Bowdoin could at
in

the

and a long

series of worthy, talented,

young men than by establishing a library fellowship
which would yield an annual income of two hundred fifty dollars.
The college would receive service fully worth the amount paid and the
holder would have the privilege of earning his way and yet of pursuing
self-supporting

an unbroken course.

SECOND REPORT
OF THE

Librarian of the Medical School of Maine.

Gentlemen

—The

report for the academic

year ending June 22,

There has been a gradual increase in
the use of the periodicals and books placed in the study room of the
The
general library for the accommodation of the medical students.
1899,

is

necessarily a brief one.

amount of desk and
for

such

shelf room, however,

facilities is likely to

be so

much

is

so small

and the demand

greater with the extension of

the course of study to four years, that I hope next year to provide in

Adams

Hall a more convenient and attractive place for reading and

study without encroaching unduly upon the usual appropriation.

This appropriation for the current year has been used
sets of

completing

two of the older and more useful of American medical journals,

in securing a set of the
in

in

one especially devoted to original research and

purchasing a dozen standard works of reference, to which the medical

student could not be expected to have access elsewhere.

The accessions for the year have been sixty-five volumes, and the
total number in the library is 3,796.
A number of recent periodicals
remain unbound because a promised

gift

from a prominent physician of

some slight deficiencies
be met by purchase.
I am,

the State will probably supply

would otherwise have

to

Very

in the files

which

respectfully,

GEO.

T.

LITTLE,
Librarian.
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